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Dear Friends and Clients, 
 
Nothing is More Constant Than Change…. 
 
The first time I asked our clients to accept change was in 1995 when I left Dean Witter and started what became Pittenger & Anderson.  It required a lot 
of words.  As luck would have it, enough of our clients signed on and our new company spread its wings.  Existing relationships were liberated from 
Witter and eventually we were able to attract new names and faces resulting in the ever elusive “growth” that every young company needs.  I can’t 
remember the next time I wrote about change, but it was probably four or five years later.  The markets were charting untracked territory and I spent 
about five pages explaining why.  That letter never got sent. 
 
Going through this exercise it dawned on me that one of the reasons our clients were our clients was because of our ability to embrace these changes.  I 
think that was perceived as value added as they confronted the future.  Our new business plan allowed us to stay abreast of the times and eliminate one 
more thing that clients did not want to worry about.  This time my letter re-emphasized that change was evolutionary and would continue constantly.  
Once having said that, our disposition towards our clients did not undergo significant change for quite some time.  The silence was deafening.  Once 
again, this proved to be the expectation of our clientele. 
 
As I pondered writing today’s letter, it occurred to me how much change (past tense) we have gone through during the last 50 years, a time frame which 

coincides with my business career.  It has truly been monumental and occurred on all fronts…. transportation, communication, education, socialization, 

etc.  Once shortened to a 50-year time frame, I wondered if these changes could be divided into 10 or 15-year pieces.  The simplicity of these time 

frames did not match the spontaneous nature of change.  Kind of like trying to fit a square peg into a round hole.  In addition, it was difficult to access 

the appropriate genesis of a given change.  And when did these changes occur?  Was it inception?  Evolution?  Acceptance?  Or perhaps Permanency?   

The last 12 months was an excellent showcase for all these questions.  Not only did prodigious change occur, many of those changes began many moons 

before they came to fruition.   

Analog vs. Digital 

As a child, I can remember my mom and dad arguing about the value of the World Book vs. Encyclopedia Britannica.  Dad wanted to have a set of 

reference books available “on site” during the kids Jr. High and High School years… he didn’t really care which one.  Mom thought the cheaper World 

Book was just as good as Britannica… I must admit, her frugal nature was never inherited by me.  At any rate, economies carried the day and our new set 

of World Books became a valuable tool.  Using an encyclopedia was a go-to for me.  I used it to write papers, research subjects, abbreviate history 

lessons and press leaves.  I taught myself to sail using the World Book.  Our encyclopedia was analog, a copy of a copy of a copy of an original.  

Eventually it would be replaced in digital form with the original source translated into binary code and stored in a pc or smartphone.  This process that 

was cheap, accurate, compact and portable.  When our sources were challenged as children, we would stick out our lower lip and say, “look it up.”   

Today we say, “Google it.”  These changes took a long time to occur but occur they did…. just ask the World Book salesman. 



Martin Cooper, April 3, 1993…. 

Does anyone know who “Coop” was?  I do.   He was the clue for the Jeopardy answer...” which Motorola employee is credited with making the first 

cellular telephone call and what was the date?”  Want an easier one?  What happened to advance communication in 2002?   The introduction of the 

Blackberry 5810 (not that easy.)   Some people still swear by the phone that earned its spurs by handling email efficiently.  Ok, here’s one you will know.  

Which company introduced a cellphone that made calls, sent and received emails and texts, took pictures and made music in 2007…. right on, Apple.  

Today we know the Apple, Samsung, LG et all products as smartphones.  The advent of these collective events has channeled change in a very aggressive 

manner.  Those events occurred against the backdrop of what was conceived as a fledgling internet, but in reality, was “burped” in the early 60’s.  Like a 

lot of changes its acceptance was viewed as its origin.  Like BB King it was considered an overnight success.  Inception…evolution…. acceptance took 30 

years and in this case; permanency was about 2 years behind. 

Audio to Video and then Newsprint to Digital…. 

Audio replaced the printed word and then video body-checked audio.  It’s hard telling when the digital revolution began.  Once it started, we were only a 

device or two away from offering users their choice of platforms.  Newsprint began its concession to digital in the 20-teens.  Today, one of the biggest 

techno “tells” is how aggressively one fights for a newspaper printed on dead trees as opposed to the E-edition delivered on a smartphone, iPad or PC.  

Truth be known, I prefer the newsprint, but have become spoiled by being able to read my local newspaper anywhere on the planet.  Eventually I will 

have to find something else to wrap fish in and start fires with, the digital presentation will win because the economics of that traditional delivery 

system will eventually sink that ship.   

Today we call video meetings “virtual” and their acceptance parallels the demise of newsprint.  An entire computer hardware industry has blossomed 

around this format …the digital cameras are cheap and have been in wide distribution for some time.  As recently as 12 months ago, we called this venue 

FaceTime or Skype, the former being pretty good while the latter was pretty clunky.  Most of our clients rejected the format as too much trouble.  A few 

hundred thousand COVID-19 deaths later, it becomes the soup du jour of communication preferences.  Technophiles know how important acceptance is 

and that a good pandemic is a terrible thing to waste.   

Social Change….  

It’s probably not 50/50 but there are people on both sides of the ledger here.   Some like change, some don’t, and lots are situational.  I am an early 

adopter and have been infatuated with the digital revolution since the late 70’s.   During the last 15 years I found myself fascinated by the transition 

from flip phones to smartphones.  My friends tend to be golfers, fishermen, card players, co-workers and family.  The most significant flip phone 

holdouts were my card playing buddies.  By the end of the aughts I was amazed at the resistance they continued to offer.  Their excuses were: 

“I make phone calls” 
“I don’t text” 
“I don’t email” 
“I don’t need a camera” 
“I don’t like voicemail” 
 



“I don’t know what a browser is” 
 
Communication has always been the life blood of my industry and I can’t remember buying technology that didn’t pay for itself in short order.  For me, 
the reluctance of others to do the same thing was very perplexing.  I watched this push back for several years until it became apparent that there wasn’t 
an appropriate catalyst at hand to motivate these guys.  Eventually I developed a hypothesis.  I shared the details with a few family members, but it must 
have been a boring subject and the project didn’t develop any interest.  My theory really wasn’t very deep, I believed that the people they were talking 
to on the other end of the phone were not generating enough energy to produce a lifestyle or financial “change” in the lives of my card playing friends.  
In fishing parlance, the right “bait” was not being used. 
 
We were all baby boomers and experiencing similar demographic changes at about the same time.   Our children were married and one by one had 
started to produce grandkids.  The little ones became soccer players, round ballers and in some cases football players.  The little tykes were undeniably 
cute and often called grandpa after the games.  This was the bait my hypothesis was searching for.  When the first grandkid video showed up the horizon 
finally cleared and my hypothesis was validated… smartphone sales picked up around the card table.  Not only was I right, the change came with 
permanence and a vengeance. 
 
Within a 30-day time frame, the guys became “armed and dangerous.”  They even mocked the slow learners that couldn’t make their new phones work.  
Golf carts rocked with music, the tee-sheet became digital, pitch games were easier to assemble, and the wives could track their undependable 
husbands.   Progress?  Who knows?  I know it qualifies as change and was accepted as quickly as taking your shoes off for a post 9-11 plane ride.     
 
The Permanency of Change….   
 
In this series of stories change takes time.  It is technical and social, interrupts well established habits, crosses age groups and traditions.  What follows is 
a list of changes and predictions for 2021.  We’ll hit on a few and miss as often, however, the back beat will never go away.   
 

1) The definition of yield will change to total return.  Fixed income is an expensive luxury, dividends and growth will become the new standard 

2) Expect driverless vehicles and artificial intelligence to gain significant popularity 

3) IPOs will wane while SPACs and Direct Listings become the preferred method of spawning new equity issues 

4) Masks will not go away, instead they will be required along with proof of vaccination cards.  

5) Electric vehicles will become more popular 

6) Cyber security, residential security and commercial security will become integrated priorities 

7) Cloud software will continue to gain market share and eliminate the need for hard drives 

8) Cryptocurrencies will creep into our pocketbooks 

9) Virtual meetings will become ubiquitous 



10) The two-party political system will become at least three… 

11) The electoral college will yield to the popular vote 

12) Online shopping will continue to displace brick and mortar   

13) Business will be grounded by the pandemic and fliers will decline by at least 20% 

14) Commercial real estate will experience vacancies   

15) Residents of congested metropolitan areas across the nation will migrate toward smaller communities  

 
All these changes already exist in their evolutionary form somewhere in our country.  Look for those that gain traction to be accepted and then 
permanent during the next 5 years.  The speed with which they reach Permanency will have a variety of drivers.  A geo-political event, more social 
evolution and perhaps another pandemic cannot be ruled out.  The changes that cause you the most trepidation will in the end spawn little significance 
and those that create the most optimism may not become permanent.  None of us know where we are going from here, but change will spring eternal.   
 
The World According to Pitt and Dan… 
 
Please change our equity disposition to “Really Like.”  We feel a little puny about this change.  After the subprime mortgage crisis in 2009 we went full 
circle, Like to Really Like to Love then back to Really Like and in Q4 2013 back to Like…. been there ever since.  Truth be known, we spend very little time 
on these changes since we make no bones about always Liking equities.  You can probably recall hearing us say that stocks can do anything bonds can 
do…better.  During the last 7 years we have liked fixed income less and our equity temp has been constant.  We probably should have changed 
somewhere along the line and never did.  Color us “Really Like.” 
 
Our company is now 25 years and 6 months old.   We have also completed our most extensive expansion to date.  Nothing would please us more than 
hosting our friends and clients in celebration.  Obviously, the corona virus has other plans and the frivolity will have to wait.  Congratulations on a 
successful 2020, it was not a simple affair.  As I write this letter, MAGA protestors are occupying the nation’s capital.  We didn’t predict these events and 
sincerely regret the pain, misery and loss of life that occurred.  We also expect events to resolve themselves but the whole affair will leave a mark.  Our 
country, government and economy are incredibly strong.  Expect resilience and success. 
 

_    ^       
James S. Pittenger, Jr,    Dan Anderson 
Chairman/CEO     President  
CFP®      CFP® 
 



 
 
 
 
 



 
 


